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English Values Physical Education
You Are Awesome - Matthew Syed

Getting good at stuff is not as hard as
it seems. In fact, anyone can get
(much) better at almost anything.
With colour illustrations throughout,
You Are Awesome is an easy-to-follow
guide for children to discover their
potential.
Follow the story of kid average vs kid
awesome and discover how practise,
hard work and the right mindset can
help anyone achieve success.
Whatever the awesome goal is, this
book is packed with strategies, hints
and tips on making it happen!

Holes - Louis Sachar
Stanley has been unjustly sent to a boys' detention centre, Camp Green Lake,
where the boys build character by spending all day, every day digging holes

exactly five feet wide and five feet deep. There is no lake at Camp Green Lake.

But there are an awful lot of holes.

The Aspirations condition for this term is:

Belonging
…feeling like you are part of a group while knowing you are special

for who you are.

With our PE coaches, we will continue to develop our fundamental
movement skills through invasion games:

*DODGING, KICKING, FOOT DRIBBLING, HAND DRIBBLING, CHEST PUSH,
CATCHING, ATTACK & DEFENCE*

Having developed our balance and core strength, we will be
continuing with gymnastics focusing on:

*FLOOR SHAPES, FLOOR MOVEMENT, BENCH BALANCE, VAULT, CLIMBING
AND TRAVERSING APPARATUS*

Maths Geography
In maths this term, we will be revising and
deepening our understanding of place value for
numbers up to 10,000,000.

We will revise the four operations by practising
our written formal methods for multiplication,
division, addition and subtraction and deepen our understanding by
applying our mathematical knowledge to reasoning tasks.

This term, we will engage in an in-depth
study of North America. We will learn
how to locate countries and cities and
compare life across different US states.
As part of this topic, the children will
learn about the causes and effects of
earthquakes and their impact upon the
lives of those who live near them.

Please see the Learning Journey Map here

Creative PSHE Science
ART

Linking to our study of North America, in Art, we will be studying the
work of Andy Warhol and creating our own pop art.

DESIGN
TECHNOLOGY/COMPUTING:

Pupils will apply design,
create and evaluate their own
earthquake-proof structure.
They will also create an early

warning system to detect
tremors.

Our PSHE focus is ‘being
me in my world’. We will
explore how we develop
our confidence and
self-awareness and how we
manage our emotions in
difficult circumstances.

In science, we will be learning
about light. Pupils will learn
what light is and how it
enables us to see the world
around us. Pupils will revise
their knowledge of how light
behaves and extend their
understanding of optics.
Please see the Learning
Journey Map here

Spanish Learning Skill
In Spanish this half-term, we will

be learning about Spanish
festivals. We will also learn how

to use Spanish verbs through
speaking and listening.

This term’s learning skill is:

Resilience

We will have an increased focus on persevering when faced
with a challenge.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z849q6f/articles/zj89t39
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z849q6f/articles/zj89t39
http://ocean.academies.aspirationsacademies.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2020/11/Y6-AUTUMN-GEOG-LJM.pdf
https://kids.kiddle.co/Andy_Warhol
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zbssgk7
http://ocean.academies.aspirationsacademies.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2020/10/LIGHT-YEAR-6.pdf
http://ocean.academies.aspirationsacademies.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2020/10/LIGHT-YEAR-6.pdf

